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!!! great service got the bike back on the road in no time.. only one problem... the battery is a bit harder to get at than my old one so may take a bit more time than I thought to fix that. I ordered the horn when I got the bike new as I wanted a set of head horns and thought it was pretty cool and wanted to get it. I found my first set of head horns and wanted a set of horns just like them.. so i got these
horns as well. Will definately order again and recommend this seller. Was this review helpful? David Mckeyi - 20.10.14 10:43:58 Rating: 5 of 5 Stars! Just what I needed, easy to fit. Mark - 20.10.14 11:20:01 Thought the product looked great. Have had it for a few months now and the horn works like a dream. Derek - 22.09.14 20:43:16 Awesome seller and goods. Came on time and was great to deal
with. Gary - 02.06.14 20:20:35 Great product and quick delivery. Andrew - 01.06.14 20:54:19 Quick delivery. Great product. My son loves it! Nigel - 01.04.14 18:55:12 The horns are great, don't worry about the little bit of hard plastic in the head, it's not a problem. The sound is brilliant and perfect for bikes.1. Field of the Invention The present invention relates to a non-radiative laser dye suitable
for use in the second harmonic generation process for the generation of blue or green laser light from a laser diode emitting red light or near-infrared light, and more specifically to a new non-radiative laser dye in which the valence electron of the dye is delocalized. 2. Description of the Related Art There has been substantial activity aimed at the development of a blue 82157476af
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